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Wow what a ride, where to start. I am so incredibly grateful for the opportunity to serve as chair for
treatment in area 72. As I came in late to this rotation, I remember being worried about getting caught
up with everything and needing to get organized, well I still need to get caught up and organized. But
what I found in the process is that the districts and intergroups are so well organized and functioning at
such I high level already. I have had the good fortune to get to know some of the district chairs and see
how passionate they are. I am so excited to get started on the new year and try to as helpful as possible
and just be a guiding hand when necessary.

As far as treatment quarterlies for the remainder of the rotation, we will probably remain mostly on
zoom as it is so convenient and easy to do our business. The possibility of having a summer get together
is still a possibility but something we will examine in the future. Our next quarterly will be January 15th

and will be hosted by district 32 via zoom. Our April quarterly will be April 9th and be hosted by district
43 also via zoom. And our July quarterly will be July 16th, no host has been selected as of yet. I am giving
these so everyone can plan their schedule since the treatment dates are always predicated by area
quarterly’s and holidays.

We will possibly try to have a treatment workshop and maybe look at improving our bridge by zip
worksheet and help everyone access this information. It seams to be working pretty well other than
needing updated as new people come in to district and intergroup chairs.

I am really excited to se what 2022 brings for all us, especially everyone who has been working so hard to
get back into treatment facility’s and provide AA meetings and panels. The most important thing we do is
try and help the still suffering alcoholic. I have witnessed how hard the treatment chairs from districts
and intergroups have been working and I want to thankyou all for your service.
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